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Active Object Search Exploiting

Probabilistic Object–Object Relations

Jos Elfring?, Simon Jansen, René van de Molengraft, and Maarten Steinbuch

Eindhoven University of Technology

Abstract. This paper proposes a probabilistic object-object relation
based approach for an active object search. An important role of mobile
robots will be to perform object-related tasks and active object search
strategies deal with the non-trivial task of finding an object in unstruc-
tured and dynamically changing environments. This work builds further
upon an existing approach exploiting probabilistic object-room relations
for selecting the room in which an object is expected to be. Learnt object-
object relations allow to search for objects inside a room via a chain of
intermediate objects. Simulations have been performed to investigate the
effect of the camera quality on path length and failure rate. Furthermore,
a comparison is made with a benchmark algorithm based the same prior
knowledge but without using a chain of intermediate objects. An ex-
periment shows the potential of the proposed approach on the AMIGO
robot.

1 INTRODUCTION

Domestic robots are expected to operate in human populated environments. In
order to successfully complete tasks, e.g., delivering objects or safe navigation,
accurate descriptions of such environments are required. However, due to the
limited sensing range of robots and the fact that many of the objects involved
get moved regularly, a complete description will never be available.

In this work the focus will be on active object search. More specifically, a
robot will be given a task such as ‘Find the book “Little Red Riding Hood”’.
The robot then needs a strategy to find this object. A very naive approach
would be to start an exhaustive search for the book through all the rooms. Even
though the robot might very well succeed, this approach is not desired since
many human users will have lost their patience long before the robot finishes
its task. Two different situations can be distinguished. Firstly, the position of
the target object can be known in advance. The search task then simplifies to
a navigation task. Secondly, in the more challenging and realistic scenario, the
location of the target object is not known in advance. In this second case humans
have a high success rate and the search is efficient. Most probably this is due to
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the fact that humans use experience, e.g., books are often seen on a table or in
the book case. In [17] it was shown both empirically and mathematically that
exploiting indirect object relations increases performance. Representing human
experience in a robot understandable way and exploiting it during search are
some of the the main challenges in active object search.

If it comes to acquiring the common sense (or background) knowledge two
possibilities are (i) learning or (ii) pre-programming it. The latter seems time
consuming and will inevitably be incomplete. The first one however seems non-
trivial since this knowledge is typically encoded in a human rather than robot
understandable format. A popular alternative is to combine both. Various works
[11, 12] use human generated ontologies containing common sense knowledge,
e.g., ‘coke is a drink’ or ‘a fridge is able to cool products’. In addition, this
knowledge is combined with human generated knowledge available on the web.
Among the popular alternatives are LabelMe [13], the Open Mind Common
Sense (OMICS) [9] project and Flickr.com. In [15] LabelMe is used to get typical
object-room relations, e.g., ‘kitchens typically contain a sink’ or ‘offices typically
contain a bookshelf’. Afterwards, these statements are translated into probabil-
ities. An approach leading to similar knowledge but using OMICS instead is
presented in [11] whereas [10] uses Flickr for this purpose. Once this knowledge
is represented by probabilistic models, the next step is exploiting it.

Already in the seventies, indirect object search was proposed as a way to
limit the search space of the robot. In [3], the idea is to use an intermediate
object that is easier to observe, e.g., because it is larger, to find a target object.
In case of the book, the robot could for example first try to find the, much larger,
bookcase. This idea is the foundation of the strategy proposed in this work.

In [11], a decision-theoretic approach is presented for searching an object
in large-scale indoor environments. Besides common sense knowledge, possibly
complemented by robot observations, the robot also has a floor plan of the
building available. Each room in the floor plan gets a probability of containing
the target object based on the common sense knowledge. Both this probability
and a utility function that incorporates the distance from the robot to the room
are used to select the search location. An approach like this seems inevitable
in large-scale environments, however, inside the rooms the robot still needs to
perform an exhaustive search. Rather then selecting the most probable room,
this work focuses on the search inside the most probable room.

In [4], a floor plan is not assumed to be available. After entering a room, it
is classified autonomously and after classification a probability of containing the
target object is calculated. Floor plans seldom change and for that reason the
availability of a floor plan is considered reasonable. For that reason, this work
aims at extending [11] rather than [4].

In [16, 15] the focus is on place classification. Object-room relations are used
for place classification using object detections. Similar knowledge is required
and for that reason their approach for summarizing knowledge from LabelMe in
probabilistic models is considered relevant in the context of this work. However,



the problem investigated in this work is different and, for that reason, requires
a different approach.

In [1] the focus is on organizing an efficient search given information about
spatial relations between objects in an environment, e.g., ‘the book is on the table
in room 1’. A decision theoretic strategy selection method is adopted for finding
the object using the relations. The need of the spatial relations is considered to
be too restrictive in the context of this work.

The application in [7, 8] is finding target objects in a supermarket. Object-
object attribute relations are used, rather then object-room relations, e.g., ‘an
avocado will probably be located somewhere where other fruit can be found’ or
‘pizza can be found in a freezer’. A maximum entropy model steers the robot
through the supermarket using these relations. The focus in this work is on the
co-occurrence of objects rather than object-object attribute relations, since these
are considered more useful in home or office like environments where objects are,
contrary to supermarkets, not necessarily grouped by type.

Finally, [10] solves a similar problem with a different starting point, i.e.,
a map containing objects is available. Based on a floor plan and the object
locations, the best path is planned to a target object not included in the map
based on the likelihoods of finding the object at each location in the map. This
work differs from [10] by using a chain of intermediate objects and not assuming
prior knowledge regarding object locations.

In order to find an object in large-scale indoor environments object-room
relations are crucial for an efficient search. For that reason, this work builds
upon the approach presented in [11]. However, [11] does not solve the problem of
finding an object inside rooms. Indirect search using a single intermediate object
is applied frequently but this work shows that it is even better to use a chain of
intermediate objects, e.g., books often lie at a nightstand, nightstands in turn
are placed next to beds. Our first contribution is a strategy that allows using a
chain of intermediate objects for active object search. A second contribution is a
sensitivity analysis with respect to perception capability related parameters, e.g.,
better camera or perception modules. Finally, we have performed an experiment
to demonstrate the approach on a real robot.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains how
the object relations are learned and exploited during search. Section 3 explains
the active object search strategy and Section 4 presents the findings obtained
during an extensive performance analysis and comparison in simulation. Sec-
tion 5 presents experimental results and Section 6 summarizes the conclusions
and provides an outlook to future work.

2 PROBABILISTIC OBJECT RELATIONS

2.1 Learning Object Relations

We are interested in two types of object relations. First of all, object-room
relations and secondly, object-object relations. For the object-room relations



we adopt the approach of [11]. In [11], human generated facts about typical
combinations of rooms and objects stored in the OMICS database are matched
to well-defined ontological concepts. Then the conditional probability of some
object given a room is calculated by counting database entries and applying
Lidstone’s law with a λ of 0.5, according to Jeffrey-Perk’s law, to compensate
for unseen combinations.

To model object-object relations, the approach proposed in this work is to
define the condition probabilities according to Lidstone’s law [11, 10]:

p (xi | xj) =
N (xi, xj) + λ

N (xj) + λn
, (1)

where both xi and xj are objects, N (xi) is the number of times object xi is
observed, N (xi, xj) is the number of times both objects xi and xj are observed
in the same camera frame and n is the number of objects. The dimensionless
parameter λ can be used for smoothing. Furthermore, fading can be added to
limit the sample size to grow unbounded [6], which is relevant in case of, e.g.,
time-dependence. By counting the number of times objects are observed, visibil-
ity of objects is explicitly taken into account. Objects that are easily recognized
get more relations and will for that reason be used as intermediate object more
often.

In this work, more than 50.000 labeled images provided by LabelMe [13]
are used to calculate the probabilities in (1). A robot can refine these general
relations by updating the probabilities based on observed instances in its own
environment and using (1). This way the general set of object–object relations
changes according to the specifics of the robot’s environment.

2.2 Exploiting Object Relations

In order to exploit the conditional probabilities defined in (1) for active object
search, they must be reversed. The probability of finding the target object xt
if a set of objects X = {xj} is observed, is of interest, i.e., if the target object
is observed, what is the probability of observing the object currently in sight.
Using Bayes’ law:

p (X | xt) =
p (xt | X) p (X)∑
j p (xt | xj) p (xj)

, (2)

where X is a set containing all objects observed by the robot and the summation
over j represents the summation over all members of X.

For selecting the room to which to navigate, the decision-theoretic approach
introduced in [11] is adopted. For determining to which object to navigate inside
that room, an expected utility, inspired by [11, 7], that combines the probability
of successfully finding the target object with the travel cost is maximized:

o∗ = argmax
o∈X

[p (o | xt) + w · U (o)] , (3)



where again xt is the object that has to be found, o is an object in the set X, w
acts both as a relative weight and a scaling term and the utility is defined as the
reciprocal of the arc tangent of the Euclidian distance dr,o from robot to object:

U (o) =
1

arctan (dr,o)
. (4)

The weighted sum in (3) balances between distance and probability and avoids
oscillating behavior. The expected utility for some object o is represented by
EU (o) and given by the expression between squared brackets in (3).

3 ACTIVE OBJECT SEARCH STRATEGY

Section 2.2 introduced (3) for calculating which object from the set of observed
objects X maximizes the expected utility. The next step is incorporating this in
an active object search strategy. The first step of this strategy is to determine
the room in which the object is expected to be according to the approach of [11].
As before, X is the set containing the objects observed by the robot. F is the set
containing objects marked as dead end, initially F = ∅. T is the set containing
the (intermediate) target object(s), initially T = {xt}. If |T | > 1, all members
are considered in (3). The proposed search strategy is as follows:

1. X ← X\F , then determine o∗ using (3).
2a. If EU (o∗) ≥ threshold, start navigating towards object o∗. If during nav-

igation new objects appear, add them to X and go to step 1 to see if the
navigation goal has to be updated.

2b. If EU (o∗) < threshold, the observed objects have no sufficient relation with
the target object and an intermediate object needs to be added. The object
xs with strongest relation to any of the objects in T according to Bayes’ law
is added to T : T ← T ∪ {xs}. With T updated, go to step 1.

3a. If the robot reaches an intermediate object it is added to F since it did not
lead to the target object. Now go back to step 1 and try to find a route
via another object. If such route is not available, start a random search and
update X if new objects are found.

3b. If the robot during navigation finds the target object, the task is succeeded
4. If the search fails, try the next best room.

For an illustrative example consider Figure 1. Both p (xt | A) and p (xt | D)
are defined 0.45, p (xt | B) = 0.1 and p (xt | C) = 0. In Figure 1(a) the robot
observes objects A, B and C. The robot moves via B to A because of the utility
in (3). In Figure 1(b) object B is set as a dead end. After falsifying object A, the
robot only observes C, however, objects C and xt do not have a direct link. As
a result, the most probable neighbor of the target object, i.e., object D since A
is a dead end already, is added to the target set. This object has a relation with
object C, hence the robot moves towards C, see Figure 1(c). While doing so,
object D gets observed and the robot starts moving towards D. Before arriving
at D, the target object is observed and the search is succeeded. This example
shows how a target object can be found using a chain of intermediate objects.
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Fig. 1. Illustrative example of the search strategy. The robot is represented by the
blue dot, green objects are in sight, red objects are dead ends. The target object xt is
assumed to have a 0.45 change being either next to D or A. Via a chain of intermediate
objects, the target object is found

4 SIMULATION RESULTS

A large number of simulations is performed to (i) investigate the effect of the
robot’s sensors on the success of the search and (ii) compare the proposed strat-
egy with a benchmark strategy. Simulations enable a high number of trials under
the exact same conditions, thereby allowing for a fair comparison. Section 4.1
explains how we have updated the general relations using simulated data. After
that, Section 4.2 briefly explains a benchmark search strategy and Section 4.3
presents the simulation results.

4.1 Simulation set-up

For all simulations, the general relations from LabelMe are refined by adding
a large number of observations in different but similar simulated rooms. One
simulated room, referred to as recipe room, was created. Based on a typical
living room ten main objects were placed inside this room, e.g., a dining table,
two couches, etc. Furthermore twenty smaller objects were defined with locations
relative to one or more main objects, e.g., chairs stand next to the dining table,
keys can be on any of four tables. All positions are disturbed by Gaussian noise.
The recipe room was used to create 30 random rooms in which the object–
object relations were learned. The simulated robot has a 360◦ viewing angle
and the target object was always present in the room. Table 1 shows some of the
typical condition probabilities of observing two objects in the same camera frame



learned from the recipe room. A typical path towards the keys resulting from
the proposed strategy is, e.g., from the dining table towards the three seater via
the chair, then from three seater to the coffee table on which the keys are found.

Coffee table Side table Two seater

Book 0.20 0.33 0.11
Three seater 0.23 0.11 0.12

Keys 0.21 0.31 0.09
Remote control 0.01 0.19 0.13

Table 1. Example probabilities learned from simulation.

For validation purposes, a second data set was obtained by redesigning the
recipe room, i.e., the dining table moved to the other side of the room and
couches in a different formation. As a result, the smaller objects changed position
too.

In order to be able to analyze the effect of the robot’s sensors the view scale
is varied. The view scale VS , in [14] referred to as effective range of detection,
can be interpreted as the simulated resolution of the camera and is calculated
as:

VS =
Dmax

Sav
, (5)

where Dmax is the maximum distance from which an object with average size
Sav is detectable. VS is assumed independent of the object class and will be
varied during the simulations. In [14] VS lies around 12, a Microsoft Kinect
with object recognition using SIFT feature points has VS around 5 for typical
household items on our robot.

4.2 Benchmark search strategy

For comparison a search strategy only exploiting direct neighbors was imple-
mented, i.e., a strategy that does not allow for a chain of intermediate objects.
The direct neighbors in both strategies are the same. The strategy is as follows:

1. Check the probabilities of the objects neighboring the target object
2. Check the camera image for objects

3a. If none of the neighboring objects is in field of view, move to the center of
the room while looking for objects

3b. If at least one neighboring object is found, navigate towards the most prob-
able neighboring object

4a. If the robot during navigation finds the target object, the task is succeeded
4b. If the neighboring object is reached without observing the target, try another

neighboring object
4c. If no new neighboring objects are found, start a random search



4.3 Results

Both the benchmark strategy and the strategy introduced in this work are tested
on failure rate. The failure rate is the percentage of search tasks that would
eventually end up with a random object search. The camera VS during the
learning of the relations was arbitrarily set to 4. The effect of VS during learning
will be investigated later. After that, the robot was asked to find the remote
control, which has various possible locations as was already shown in Table 1.
To investigate the effect of the VS the failure rate was calculated for 27 different
values of VS in 25 different rooms per VS . Each room was entered from each
corner for both methods, hence the results are an average of 5400 simulations.
The results are shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Failure rate as a function of VS during the active object search.

This figure shows a failure rate that rapidly goes to zero for the proposed
approach. Only for very low values of VS , i.e., a very limited number of object
detections due to the very limited sensing range, the search failed. For more
realistic values of VS the robot was always able to find a chain of intermediate
objects leading to the target object, which means that the robot was performing
a directed search. For the benchmark strategy only exploiting direct relations
the failure rate is much worse. This is due to the fact that direct neighbors of
the remote control, being the coffee table, side table, two seater and tv, are only
observable in a relatively small portion of the room. The noisy line is caused by
the sensitivity to the configuration of the limited number of direct neighbors. As
VS increases, objects can be detected from larger distances and the failure rate
drops. Increasing the number of 25 different rooms per configuration will lower
the noise, increasing the room size will enlarge the differences.

Figure 3 shows the path lengths for the same set of simulations ignoring
those that failed. For comparison, the path length using a very naive zigzag
search strategy was added.
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Fig. 3. Path length as a function of VS during the active object search.

For low values of VS the benchmark approach seems to outperform the oth-
ers, however, this method fails most of the time. The trails that succeeded started
from a corner which appeared to be very close to the target object and as a re-
sult the average path length during the successful trials is very low. In case
of the numerous failures, a random search has to be started and that will re-
quire many additional meters as can be seen from the red line. Such random
search is however not yet combined with the benchmark strategy to allow for
a fair comparison. The benchmark strategy does not incorporate the distance
from robot to an object and for that reason, it performs worse than the naive
zigzag strategy for very high values of VS . The proposed approach appears to
be insensitive for the performance of the camera and is likely to outperform the
benchmark approach over the full range of possible VS values. For very high
values of VS , objects can be seen from many places in the room and for that
reason, the differences are getting smaller.

To further investigate the effect of VS on the performance, the experiment
above was repeated with relations that were learned by a robot with V S =
[5, 10, 15]. The object search is again performed for 27 values of VS and starting
from each corner of the room. Again each setting was simulated 25 times hence
the average results of 8100 simulations are shown in Figure 4.

Two conclusions can be drawn from this figure. First of all the value of VS
during learning does not have an effect on the path length during the active
object search. As a result, it should be possible to share the relations among
different robots with different perceptual capabilities without negatively influ-
encing the performance. Secondly, the total path length decreases for VS above
9 or 10. Due to the different scale on the vertical axis, this conclusion can hardly
be made from Figure 3 that partly shows the same information.
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Fig. 4. Effect of VS during learning on the path length as a function of VS during the
active object search.

5 Experiment

In order to test the active search strategy on a real robot, our AMIGO robot
was asked to find a lamp. The relations used in this experiment are learned
from the LabelMe data set. Existing LabelMe tools [13] are used to unify the
annotations, e.g., nightstand and bedstand are synonyms. Relations are only
considered if N (xi, xj) ≥ 5 to avoid atypical object–object relations that might
appear in the LabelMe database. The experiment is carried out in an atypical
lab environment and for that reason, the room selection strategy is omitted in
this experiment and the number of objects is somewhat lower than in a real
world environment.

All perception on the robot uses RGB-D data obtained via a Kinect. By
detecting horizontal planes at heights in a certain range, tables are detected.
Objects are recognized using color information and/or using both 2D and 3D
templates [5], anchoring, tracking and data association is performed using [2].

Figure 5 shows both a photograph of and a occupancy grid map of the lab.
The numbers in the list below refer to the positions in the lab indicated in
Figure 5(a):

1. Inside the lab, AMIGO detects a table and the bed. The table has a direct re-
lation with the target object and for that reason, AMIGO navigates towards
the table. On top of the table, no lamp was observed. Bed has no relations
with lamp and for that reason, the most probable neighbors of lamp, being
table and ceiling, are added as intermediate object. A ceiling is not observed,
whereas the bed is, hence AMIGO navigates towards the bed.

2. While navigating towards the bed, the small table next to the bed is ob-
served.

3. While navigating towards this table, the lamp is found on top of it.



(a) Occupancy grid map of the lab
in which the search takes place.

(b) Photograph of the lab with
AMIGO from the entrance.

Fig. 5. Lab environment in which the experiment is carried out.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work introduced an active object search strategy exploiting probabilistic
object-object relations learned based on their co-occurrence in camera images.
The strategy is particularly useful inside rooms and is combined with the strat-
egy introduced in [11], which calculates in which room to expect an object. The
strategy is extensively analyzed in a large number of simulations. Simulations
showed (1) the advantage of using a chain of intermediate objects over using
direct neighbors only, (2) better perceptual capabilities lead to shorter paths
during the search and (3) the perceptual capabilities of a robot during the learn-
ing of the relations do not influence the performance during the search. An
experiment involving a real robot has shown the potential of the approach in
the real world.

Future work can be to further validate the performance on real robots. Fur-
thermore, the dependency of object–object relations on the room type should
be investigated.
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